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Leviels

Leviels was born on the 4th of June, 1970, in Honfleur, France.
Influenced by Frances rich heritage of impressionist masters, most notably Renoir and Monet, Leviels style has evolved to Neo
(new) Impressionism. His landscapes are incredibly detailed and capture the impressionist mantra of peace and tranquility, but
his color palette varies from subdued tones to bright, pure Fauvist tones.
A truly modern artist, his work is enjoying global attention.
He has participated in several exhibitions and competitions, including:
Prix de DEAUVILLE - 1992 Grande Final
Prix de DEAUVILLE - 1993 Final
Salon de Bracquemont 1996
Salon de Bracquemont - 1998
Salon des arts Francais en Mediterranee - 1999
Salon Printemps 1999
Salon de Printemps - 2000
Salon dete - 2000
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